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an interesting classic puzzle with new elements.
jungle graphics look kind of silly, but there are a few more tilesets!
( how about a minimalist \/ future one? ). Annoying game.. no saving possibilities, 100 ways to do things wrong. and having to
go 30 min back in game because cant save manually. the game speed is also far too fast.. cant complete all these stupid quests..
no way to freeze the time to for example write these stupid reports you are supposed to make,, and damn they annoying to
make..
Save some people just to read, next day in paper that they died. Your family asking for stuff all the time and u don\u00b4t have
time or resources to save em. They made the game so hard and annoying with no save possibilities etc.. that its far from
enjoyable,. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME!
The reviews from people who actually have this game running are mixed but after thinking "I'll give it a go." I found that the
game would not run correctly and that there is no support. The website just tries to sell you stuff and looks like it was put
together by a 6 year old.
Plenty of tech issues on the forums with no solutions. I personally am unable to even get the game past the menu. May as well
have thrown my money in the toilet.... One of the best locomotion systems I've used in VR.. It's the poison wind Globadier, let's
all paint the town green... with gas.. die-die!. I bought this half on nostalgy of MOO and also because I had the chance to meet
Chris at Paradox and enjoy his game designs.
I could only devote a few hours of play here (and that's a shame, but looks like the way life is now regarding our passion for
games, we need ones with good concepts, easy handling, simple learning curve).
Well, I am pleasantly surprised. Sure, it's a slow begining (but like all 4X almost) and the graphical elements have much room
for improvement (but if I can tell from the screenies around, it's upcoming)... but the most interesting thing is the key concepts
in the game, that are a welcome change for once.
No need to worry like crazy about war and early aggression (although 'Si vis Pacem, Para Bellum' ) but better build a few
warships, and the interesting idea of the private enterprises in the military industrial complex doing that task for you (yes, I am
the kind who hates design every single part of spaceships). But the most curious, and quite interesting, is the media thing.
I have only play 200 turns right now, but I am keen on seeing a game where I may win (hoepfully) without behving like a space
version of the Scourge of God...
I tried the humans for start (I know, not original) and I like the faces of the other races...especially the frogs (hope they can win,
unless the Crispon hold a grunge against batracians)...
I'll keep on playing and, if i may, input some ideas and suggestions. There is a jewel here...

. Want to cancel? If you don't think that an infinite bag of holding for any crafting materials is worth the price, then you just do
Steam->Settings->Account->View Account Details->Manage Subscriptions
Could they have done a better job of explaining how to manage the subscription? Possibly. That said, I personally think the
subscription is worth it just for the crafting bag. The rest is gravy.
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Bought 5 copies, gave them to my friends. I don't have friends anymore.. I'm so sad... This game was amazing for about 2
minutes, then I started to feel the motion sickness. If you don't suffer from motion sickness, this game is worth checking out.
I'm iffy with motion sickness, some VR is no problem, others like this, big issues. Still, would recommend checking it out... if it
works for you, it's stupid amounts of fun.. picked up for 49p because it was on sale, pretty generic game, controls are pretty
choppy too, not as smooth as i'd like them to be. So I played Tales of Escape for free because I really wanted an online VR
escape room. First one was alright and then I heard this was a good add-on. Bought it and it well beat my expectation. It is a long
100 minute multi room puzzle that really gets you thinking and sets the mood. Great with playing with others. Totally worth the
purchase.. *_* EN for everyone *_*
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